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FOREWORD

The Manpower and Personnel Polic" Research Technical Area
(MPPRTA) of the U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral
and Social Sciences (ARI) performs research on manpower and
personnel issues of particular significance to the U.S. Army. In
1990, MPPRTA conducted the Army Career Satisfaction Survey (ACSS)
to provide timely information on soldiers' attitudes and concerns
about downsizing the Army. During Operation Desert Storm (ODS),
the Director of Military Personnel Management, Major General
Stroup, tasked ARI to conduct an ACSS-like survey to provide
additional information on downsizing and on the impact of ODS on
both the Active and Reserve Components. In keeping with the
mission of MPPRTA, this research focuses on the possible impact
of ODS and downsizing on retention, morale, and future readiness.
This research was authorized by a memorandum dated 5 February
1991. The tasking was designated as the 1991 Surveys of Total
Army Military Personnel (STAMP) research effort.

This report documents the results of the first survey con-
ducted under this tasking: The 1991 Survey of Mobilized Reserv-
ists (Initial STAMP). It includes six chapters that present the
findings and their implications for morale, retention, and readi-
ness. Results of the survey were briefed to the Deputy Chief of
Staff for Personnel (DCSPER) and the Director of Military Person-
nel Management in July 1991. Results were also briefed to other
DCSPER directorates and the staffs of the Chief of the U.S. Army
Reserve (OCAR) and the Director, Army National Guard (ARNG).

The first survey targeted only mobilized Reserves to assess
their immediate reaction to mobilization and their experiences
during ODS. Results have been used in reports of the Army In-
spector General and in lessons-learned reviews of mobilization
policies and procedures for the drilling and inactive'Reserves.
Results have also been used by OCAR, ARNG, and the 54 state
guards in recruiting and retention policy reviews and planning
conferences. The American Red Cross is using results from this
survey to plan the disbursement of $13.5 million in a federally
funded effort to reduce the personal financial burdens of mobil-
ized Reservists from all services. This first survey also pro-
vided information for the development of the Main STAMP survey,
which was sent to 50,000 Active and Reserve Component soldiers in
December 1991. The STAMP effort is providing the only informa-
tion available on mobilized Reservists' emnloyment and financial
experiences.

EDG rMAJ HNSON
Technical Director
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1991 SURVEY OF MOBILIZED RESERVISTS: ATTITUDES AND EXPERIENCES

DURING OPERATION DESERT STORM

EXECUTIVE SUMMKRY

Requirement:

In February 1991, the U.S. Army Research Institute for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences (ARI) was first tasked by the
Director of Military Personnel Management (DMPM) to provide
information on the attitudes and concerns of soldiers during and
after Operation Desert Storm (ODS). Army policymakers were
particularly interested in the impact of ODS and downsizing on
retention, morale, and readiness. This tasking became the 1991
Surveys of Total Army Military Personnel (STAMP) research effort.
Two surveys were developed to respond to the task. The first
survey, the 1991 Su rvey of Mobilized Reservists (Initial STAMP),
targeting Reserve Component soldiers mobilized for ODS, was in
the field within 1 month of the effort's approval by the Chief of
Staff, Army. Initial STAMP was designed to provide immediate
information on the mobilization experiences and attitudes of
Reservists and to aid in the development of the second survey,
the 1991/1992 Survey of Total Army Military Personnel (Main
STAMP). This report presents the findings from the first survey,
Initial STAMP.

Procedure:

Initial STAMP was a 124-item, six-page questionnaire sent to
a small sample of Reserve Component soldiers mobilized for ODS.
Questions were asked about mobilization/deployment experiences,
attitudes toward the Army and ODS, and post-ODS career inten-
tions. Respondents included 618 Reserve Component soldiers from
the United States Army Reserve (USAR), the Army National Guard
(A.RNG), and the Individual Ready Reserve (IRR). Soldiers who
responded were deployed to Southwest Asia (SWA), United States
Army, Europe (USAREUR), and within the Continental United States
(CONUS). The overall response rate was 51%. A total of 363
(59%) of these respondents made written comments on the survey
ranging from one line to several typewritten pages.

Findings:

Chapters in this report focus on the effects of mobilization
on employment, income, and education; mobilization experiences
during ODS; leadership, training, and family issues; a summary of
written comments; Lnd conclusions and implications for morale,
retention, and readiness.
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Reserve soldiers responding to Initial STAMP were generally
positive and satisfied with their overall Army experience. They
thought that deployment went well and that they were adequately
trained and confident that they could perform well in combat.
Respondents also thought the jobs they were doing in ODS were
important and that their work was appreciated. Many comments
also indicated that the Reservists were proud of the Army and the
United States and considered it an honor to serve in ODS.

Respondents were less positive about their leaders, with
only about half agreeing that their leaders were concerned about
them, worked well together as a team, or would perform well in
combat. Only 40% felt that they had been treated as equals by
the Active Component. About half indicated that their own morale
was high and less than half agreed that unit morale was high.
They were generally dissatisfied with the mail and the amount of
information provided by the Army at all points in the process.

The comments received from over half of the respondents
indicated that they were underutilized during their time in ODS,
that they lacked important information, and that they were in-
equitably treated. The comments also indicated that some leaders
lacked experience, training, and concern for their troops. The
lack of meaningful work while deployed was perceived as particu-
larly negative because Reservists had been taken from their
civilian jobs and their families for what seemed to them no
reason.

Soldiers indicated that the problems they encountered during
mobilization and deployment negatively affected unit morale and
readiness, and they thought these would, in turn, negatively
influence retention and recruiting. The reasonably high corre-
lations between survey items related to these problems and the
outcomes of career intentions, unit morale, and unit readiness
tend to support the statements made in the written comments.

Utilization of Findings:

The findings from this Initial STAMP survey of mobilized
Reserve soldiers provided immediate feedback to Active and Re-
serve Component policymakers on Reserve soldiers' mobilization
experiences and attitudes about ODS. Results have been included
in Army Inspector General reports and used in lessons-learned
reviews of mobilization policies and procedures for the drilling
and inactive Reserves. USAR, ARNG, and the 54 state guards are
using results from Initial STAMP in recruiting and retention
policy reviews and planning conferences. The American Red Cross
is using the results to plan the disbursement of $13.5 million in
a federally funded effort to reduce the personal financial bur-
dens of mobilized Reservists from all services. The findings
from Initial STAMP also provided information on issues to be
included in the more extensive Main STAMP survey. The Main
survey was sent to 50,000 Active and Reserve Component soldiers
and focused not only on the impact of ODS but also on the impact
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of downsizing the military. The results from both surveys will
provide key information for the development of manpower policies
and plans to improve the process for future mobilizations.
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1991 SURVEY OF MOBILIZED RESERVISTS: ATTITUDES AND EXPERIENCES
DURING OPERATION DESERT STORM

1. INTRODUCTION TO THE 1991 SURVEYS OF TOTAL ARMY

MILITARY PERSONNEL (STAMP)

Beverly C. Harris and Timothy W. Elig

Background

Operation Desert Storm (ODS) was the first major military
conflict for the United States since Vietnam and the first since
the draft was discontinued in 1973. This conflict occurred
during a period of extraordinary world change in Eastern Europe
and the USSR. ODS also occurred when economic problems in the
United States were causing severe budget cuts in both the public
and private sectors of the economy. Many industries were
experiencing layoffs and the military was planning a significant
downsizing of the Armed Forces. Downsizing activities were put
on hold during ODS but have resumed now that the war is over.

Problem

In 1990, the Manpower and Personnel Policy Research
Technical Area (MPPRTA, formerly Manpower and Personnel Policy
Research Group) at the U.S. Army Re~search Institute for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences (ARI) completed the Army Career
Satisfaction Survey (ACSS), which provided timely information on
soldiers' initial reactions to downsizing before Operation Desert
Shield (Elig & Martell, 1990). As a follow-up to the results
from ACSS, the Director of Military Personnel Management, MG
Stroup, tasked ARI to provide information on soldiers' reactions
to ODS and to downsizing after ODS. Army policymakers were
particularly interested in the effect of the war on morale,
retention, and readiness. This tasking led to the development of
the Surveys of Total Army Military Personnel (STAMP) research
effort, which was approved by the Army Chief of Staff in February
1991.

Purpose of Research Program

STAMP is a program of research to provide information to
Army personnel officials to assist in formulating policies and
procedures for demobilization and redeployment of troops after
ODS and during the downsizing to follow. Through a coordinated
effort, with cooperation and input from agencies and offices
across the Army (see Appendix A), ARI developed two primary
surveys and one supplemental survey to respond to the tasking:

1. The 1991 Survey of Mobilized Reservists (Initial
STAMP) targeted only Army Reserve soldiers
mobilized for ODS. The survey was designed to
provide immediate information on mobilization and
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demobilization experiences during ODS and on
Reservists' attitudes and career intentions. It also
provided information for the development of the Main
STAMP Survey.

2. A special 2-page ODS supplement was developed to
accompany the initial trial application of the Army
Career Transition Survey (ACTS) given to all soldiers at
the Transition Sites as they leave the Army.
Questions centered on the extent to which ODS and
downsizing influenced a soldier's decision to leave the
Army. ACTS is a continuing research effort.

3. The 1991 Survey of Total Army Military Personnel
(Main STAMP) surveyed over 50,000 Active and
Reserve Component soldiers. Questions in Main STAMP
focus more extensively on soldiers' experiences
during ODS and also on their attitudes toward
downsizing the Army.

Purpose of Initial STAMP

At the time of the STAMP tasking, there was little directly
applicable information to accurately predict the impact of the
ODS experience on the attitudes and career decisions of soldiers,
particularly mobilized Reserve Component personnel. A
mobilization on the scale required by ODS had not occurred since
World War II (Binkin & Kaufmann, 1989; Kozlowski, Chao, Smith,
Hedlund, & Walz, 1991). Exploratory research conducted two
months after the initial deployment of troops to Southwest Asia
(SWA) indicated that the Reserve Component experienced a variety
of problems that were either unique to the Reserves or more
prevalent than the same problems experienced by the Active
Component (Harman, 1991; Oliver & Bell, 1991). Initial STAMP was
designed to target mobilized Reserve soldiers. This report
documents the results of Initial STAMP. This chapter provides
the background and methodology for the survey as well as basic
demographic information about the sample and the respondents.

Method

Subjects

At the time of this survey, approximately 145,000 Ready
Reserve soldiers had been mobilized for Operation Desert Storm.
About 95% of these soldiers were from the Army Reserve (USAR),
the Army National Guard (ARNG), and the Individual Ready Reserves
(IRR). Personnel records for these Reserve Component soldiers
were transferred into the Active Component personnel files as
they were called up.

Sampling plan. Because of sampling limitations, respondents
in total cannot be said to be representative of mobilized
Reservists overall. However, respondents in particular subgroups
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are likely to provide relatively unbiased estimates for those
particular subgroups. This is the result of the sampling
strategy that emphasized having sufficient respondents in
particular subgroups, rather than securing a random sample of all
mobilized Reservists.

The sample was drawn as a non-proportional stratified random
sample of Army Reservists (USAR and ARNC) on Active Duty on 28
February 1991, intending to exclude those soldiers deployed to
Southwest Asia (SWA). The sample was stratified by military
personnel classification (enlisted, commissioned officers, and
warrant officers) and location of deployment (continental U.S.
[CONUS], and other than CONUS [OCONUS], but not SWA). Random
samples were drawn in differing proportions that were set to
obtain nearly equal numbers of respondents in four strata:
(1) enlisted personnel OCONUS (n = 400, 6% sample); (2) enlisted
personnel CONUS (n = 400, 0.8% sample); (3) commissioned officers
OCONUS (] = 280, 37% sample); and (4) commissioned officers CONUS
(n = 220, 8.8% sample). Because of the relatively low numbers of
warrant officers, it was impossible to sample equal numbers of
them from CONUS and OCONUS; nor were warrant officers sampled in
sufficient numbers to provide respondents equal in number to
enlisted and commissioned personnel. The sampling proportions
for warrants were 100% for OCONUS (n = 20) and only 3.8% for
CONUS (p = 80). In summary, more commissioned officers were
sampled from OCONUS than from CONUS to cancel the imbalance in
the warrant officer samples so that officers overall were equally
sampled from CONUS and OCONUS. More enlisted were sampled than
officers to obtain nearly equal numbers of respondents because of
the expected lower response rate of enlisted personnel. The
sample included 1400 mobilized Reserve soldiers (total enlisted,
800; total officers, 600).

Actual sample. The Enlisted Master File (EMF) and Officer
Master File (OMF) which were available for sampling when the
survey was mailed did not contain sufficient, accurate
information to obtain a truly representative sample as outlined
above. Problems arose from missing or inaccurate information in
three types of fields. First, the desired sample was one
containing only personnel mobilized from the drilling Reserve.
This sample would exclude Individual Ready Reserve (IRR) and
retirees. However, the mobilization category was missing or
unknown for so many mobilized Reservists that the obtained sample
contained representatives from both the IRR and retirees. The
desired sample was also intended to exclude individuals deployed
to SWA. The sample does exclude those who could be identified as
leployed to SWA based on two types of fields, location codes and

unit addresses. However, the sample does, in fact, contain many
soldiers who were deployed to SWA because of problems with
location codes and addresses: (a) data fields were based on
mobilization/training points for many individuals, not deployed
location; and (b) zip codes in this file were 5-digit codes which
did not include the additional 4-digit code used by Army Post
Offices to assign APO's to SWA. As a result, many individuals

3



deployed to SWA were included in the sample because they had a

5-digit zip code shared with Europe.

Survey Instrument

The six-page questionnaire contained 124 items. It was
produced in-house as a machine scannable booklet with one full
page for written comments. Two forms of the survey were
produced, one for mobilized enlisted personnel and one for
mobilized officer personnel. The categories for rank (Item 1)
and current duty position (Item 96) were the only items that were
different for the two forms. A copy of the enlisted form of the
survey is included as Appendix B.

The surveys asked about soldiers' mobilization and
demobilization experiences, their morale and career intentions,
and their perceptions of unit morale, readiness, leadership, and
training during ODS. Questions were developed using previous
Army surveys, by consulting with content area experts and other
agencies in the Department of the Army, and through interviews
with Reserve Compcnent personnel. Pilot tests of survey items
were conducted with mobilized Reserve Component soldiers who were
working in the local area. Based on the pilot test feedback,
some wording of questions and instructions was changed.

Procedure

The survey described above was mailed to the sample of 1400
Reserve soldiers in late March 1991. A cover letter from
LTG William H. Reno, Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel, was
included thanking soldiers for a job well done in ODS and
encouraging participation in the STAMP survey. A short follow-up
letter was sent out to th3se who had not responded by late April.
Approximately 14% of the surveys were not deliverable because of
incomplete or inaccurate address files resulting in an actual
deliverable sample of 1202 mobilized Reserves (681 enlisted
personnel and 521 officers).

Results

Respondents

Surveys were received from 618 soldiers. The overall
response rate based on the deliverable surveys was 51%. The
response rate for enlisted personnel was 42% (n = 284). For
officers, the response rate was 64% (n = 284 for commissioned
officers and 50 for warrant officers). The distribution of
Initial STAMP respondents across regions of the U.S. is presented
in Table 1 on the next page. Respondents were fairly
representative of the overall geographic distribution of Army
personnel. The overrepresentation from the West results from a
high percentage of respondents from the state of Utah (13%), many
of whom were medical personnel deployed to Europe.

4



Table 1

Percentage of Respondents Compared to Units Mobilized and U.S.
Population From Each Region of the United States

Survey US*
Respon- ARNG USAR Population

Region dents Units Units (18-44)

Northeast 9.Z 10.8 17.1 19.9

South 42.7 54.5 37.6 34.8

Midwest 17.4 18.8 29.4 26.6

West 30.1 12.8 9.4 21.7
*Source: Statistical Abstract of the United States 1990.

With the personnel file problems described above, the
Initial STAMP sample may not be representative of all soldiers
mobilized for ODS. However, the demographics of the respondents
indicate that they included a fairly good cross-section of the
Reserve Component.

Demographics on the 618 Initial STAMP respondents follow:

0 46% were enlisted (23% E-1 to E-4, 23% E-5 to E-9);
46% commissioned officers; and 8% warrant officers.

. 77% were male; 19% were female; 4% did not respond.

0 54% were USAR; 30%, ARNG; and 14%, IRR; 2% did not
respond.

e 30% deployed to SWA; 26% went to Europe; 32% were
sent to locations within CONUS; and 12% marked other.

. 24% were single; 65% were married; and 10% were
separated, widowed, or divorced.

73% were called up with their unit; 18% were called
indivieiually; and 7% volunteered.

58% indicaied that they provided over half the support
for -ine or more people, not including spouses.

32% of the soldiers responding were still at their
deployed site; 46% of the respondents were back to
civilian life.

Approximately 50% of the respondents were from medical
specialties: nurses, dentists, medical doctors,
medical corps/service personnel.
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The process of the partial mobilization did not distribute
Reserve Component personnel equally across all locations. This
disparity is also reflected in the respondents. Table 2 provides
the number of respondents for the Reserve Component and for
deployed location by gender. Table 3 contains the number of
respondents for Component and location by personnel group. Table
4 shows the distribution of each Reserve Component by location
and Table 5 is a three-way frequency table showing the number of
enlisted and officer personnel within each Reserve Component who
were sent to each location.

Table 2

Distribution of Respondents by Gender for Component and Location

Reserve Component Male Female Total

USAR 223 96 319

ARNG 164 15 179

IRR 79 5 84

Total 466 116 582

Deployed location Male Female Total

SWA 167 11 178

USAREUR 109 44 153

CONUS 148 43 191

Other 14 10 24

Not Deployed 29 7 36

Total 467 115 582

Note: Total less than 618 because of missing data.
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Table 3

Distribution of Respondents by Personnel Group for Component and
Location

Personnel Group
Reserve Component Enlisted Commissioned Warrant Total

USAR 109 194 28 331

ARNG 97 71 15 183

IRR 71 12 3 86

Total 277 277 46 600

Personnel Group
Deployed Location Enlisted Commissioned Warrant Total

SWA 105 70 10 185

USAREUR 74 77 8 159

CONUS 53 120 22 195

Other 23 2 0 25

Not Deployed 18 9 9 36

Total 273 278 49 600

Note: Total less than 618 because of missing data.
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Table 4

Distribution of Respondents From Each Reserve Component by
Deployment Location

Deployed Location
Reserve Component SWA USAREUR CONUS Total

USAR 62 106 127 295

ARNG 120 3 41 164

IRR 4 51 23 78

Total 186 160 191 537

Note: Total less than 618 because of missing data.

Table 5

Number of Officer and Enlisted Respondents Within Each Reserve
Component Who Were Deployed to Each Location

Degloved Location
Reserve Component/Rank SWA USAREUR CONUS

U.S. Army Reserve (USAR) 62 105 127

Enlisted 34 22 28
Commissioned Officers 23 76 88

Warrant Officers 5 7 11

Army National Guard (ARNG) 119 3 41

Enlisted 68 1 14
Commissioned officers 46 1 20

Warrant Officers 5 1 7

Individual Ready Reserve (IRR) 4 51 23

Enlisted 3 51 11
Commissioned Officers 1 0 10

Warrant Officers 0 0 2

Note: Total less than 618 because of missing data.
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As can be seen in Table 5, the majority of the Army National
Guard (ARNG) respondents were deployed to SWA, while the U.S.
Army Reserve (USAR) respondents were sent to Europe and to
locations within CONUS. The ARNG soldiers who went to SWA
included proportionately more enlisted personnel, while those
USAR deployed to Europe and CONUS included proportionately more
officers. As a result of these disparities, subgroup analyses
may be influenced by location, Reserve Component, and personnel
group, simultaneously.

Plan of Report

The remaining chapters in this volume present the findings
from the Initial STAMP Survey. Chapter 2 describes the impact of
mobilization on civilian employment, income, and education. In
Chapter 3, information on mobilization/demobilization experiences
and the extent that soldiers were prepared for mobilization is
presented. Chapter 4 presents the major findings on leadership,
training, and family issues, particularly as they relate to
retention, morale, satisfaction, and readiness. Chapter 5
summarizes the written comments made by 59% of the respondents,
and Chapter 6 draws conclusions from the preceding chapters and
discusses the implications for future mobilizations. Two short
summary reports are also available on Initial STAMP (Harris,
1992; Oliver, 1992).
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2. EFFECTS OF MOBILIZATION ON EMPLOYMENT,

INCOME, AND EDUCATION

Brian D. Francis

Introduction

The activation of the U.S. Army Reserve (USAR) and Army
National Guard (ARNG) for Operation Desert Storm (ODS) affected,
to varying degrees, the civilian lives of those who were called
up. For students, the interruption sometimes meant loss of
(edit for the current term and postponement of future training,
even when tuition costs were recovered. For workers, the
disrL'ntion ranged from a change of location to loss of
employ.ent.

B,,ing activated provided an increase in income for some
persornel (e.g., the 4% who were unemployed). On the other hand,
those who left lucrative careers in the civilian sector (e.g.,
physicians) lost income while on Active Duty. On average,
activated personnel lost income from participating in ODS--that
is, they had been earning more in civilian life than they earned
on Active Duty. A complete assessment concerning the extent of
tie impact on present and future earnings of Reserve personnel
cannot be made with this initial survey. More detailed questions
;oncerning this issue are included in the Main STAMP Survey. The
results, presented below, are based on Initial STAMP data on the
employment, income, and academic effects of ODS on activated
Reserve soldiers.

Results

Employment Impact

General. When called up, approximately two-thirds of the
respondents held full-time jobs. Figure 1 shows the employment
status of respondents. In describing employers' attitude toward
the ARNG/USAR, 80% of the Initial STAMP respondents indicated
their employer was supportive or very supportive before ODS, 14%
responded their employer was less than supportive, and 5% did not
know what the position of their employer was on this issue. Job
security and benefits were expected to be commensurate with the
size of the firm. Larger firms would have a larger pool of
employees ind could more easily tolerate the absence of a
particular individual. However, in this sample, 42% of the
Reservists were employed by organizations with fewer than 200
employees. Such orqanizations may have more difficulty
continuing be~nefits and keeping positions open over extended
periods of time fo- soldiers to return.
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Figure 1: Percent of Initial STAMP respondents in each
employment status

Self-Emploved. Those respondents who were self-employed
were not as secure as the full-time employees who worked for
someone else. While only 6% of the total sample expected to lose
their jobs, 29% of the self-employed soldiers expected to be
unemployed upon deactivation. This result is not surprising,
since activated self-employed respondents may have no one to take
over for them while they are deployed. These people may lose
customers or clients to their competition because they were not
there to provide the service or to do the job. Upon return from
ODS, those who were self-employed may be able to renew some
previous contacts, or they may face the task of rebuilding from
scratch. Activated Reservists were asked to rate their
confidence in getting their old job or a better one within a
month of being deactivated. In the overall sample, 93% expressed
confidence in getting their old job back. For the self-employed,
this percentage dropped to 75%.

Effects on Income

Just over one-half the respondents expected to regain their
former monthly income within a month of being deactivated.
Another third believed it would take up to 6 months and 12%
anticipated a lag of over 6 months. This percentage was three
times higher for the self-employed. Attainment of previous
income, even within a short period of time, does not compensate
for lost income while activated. Likewise, missed promotion
opportunities cannot always be recompensed. To lessen the
negative impact of the mobilization, some companies provided
supplemental income and continued benefits for soldiers called up
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for ODS. Of soldiers who were employed at call-up, 24% were
fully compensated for the gap in pay between their military and
civilian jobs and 16% were partially compensated for this gap.
Over one-half the respondents retained health insurance and other
benefits. As suggested above, those employed in large
organizations were more likely to receive benefits. Percentages
of coitapanies providing various benefits are shown in Table 6 by
company size. Again, it should be noted that 42% of the
respondents were e- loyed in firms with less than 100 employees.

Table 6

Percentage of Companies Providing Income or Benefits to Reserve
Soldiers Mobilized for ODS

Company
Size
(no. of Partial Full Pay Health Other
employees) Pay Benefits Benefits

1 - 10 11 11 23 14

11 - 100 7 9 32 35

101 - 500 5 12 38 28

500+ 16 34 81 77

Academic Impact

When an individual must withdraw prematurely from a training
school or college, the institution must make a decision on how
much credit to grant for the portion of the course completed and
whether the student is entitled to a refund for tuition paid at
the beginning of the term. Typically, a student who withdraws a
few weeks into a new term could expect to receive a full tuition
refund but no credit. Someone who had to leave a few weeks
before the end of a term would receive full credit (possibly in
return for extra assignments) but no refund. The worst-case
scenario for a student would be to leave in the middle of a
s-rmester receiving neither credit nor reimbursement for tuition.
Of the respondents to the Initial STAMP survey, 18% said they
were in college or graduate school, and another 2.5% listed
themselves as enrolled in some other kind of school. Overall,
there were 127 respondents w ) were studeiits at the time of call-
up. Roughly two-thirds of these students will not receive credit
but will get a full refund. Of those students who reported their
semesters as being less than half completed, over 80% received a
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full refund. Of those receiving full credit, over 80% replied
that "almost all" (better than 3/4) of the semester was
completed. These results seem to be consistent with standard
practices of learning institutions. It appears, from these
initial data, that activated personnel were treated no
differently than civilians who withdraw from a training school or
college. Still, it should be noted that this disruption in the
academic careers of those enrolled may impede their overall
progress six months to a year. Delays in completing educational
programs carry unknown opportunity costs which can only be
assessed in the future.

Effects Were Similar for All

When the Initial STAMP respondents were stratified by rank
(personnel group), Reserve Component, deployment location, and
region of domicile, there were wide variations in cumulative
responses on the employment, income, and school questions.
However, there were no substantial differences that suggested one
group was affected differently from another by the mobilization
for ODS.

Discussion

Overall, many soldiers mobilized for ODS lost income as a
result of the call-up. While some organizations provided
supplemental income and continued health benefits, smaller
organizations were less likely or able to provide this support
for their employees. Those soldiers who were self-employed at
the time of mobilization tended to be more adversely affected by
the call-up, and some of these could take a long time to recover
from the effects of mobilization. The lnitial STAMP Survey did
not address issues such as the number of bankruptcies or the
level of personal and/or professional impact of mobilization.
Such factors have obvious implications for readiness and
recruitment. The Main STAMP Survey includes questions to address
the employment, income/compensation, and educational impact of
mobilization in greater detail.
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3. MOBILIZATION EXPERIENCES OF RESERVE SOLDIERS

Charles G. Middlestead

Introduction

An assessment of how prepared individuals were for
mobilization and an evaluation of the mobilization process were
important goals of Initial STAMP. Perceptions of the
mobilization experience were obtained by a series of questions
designed to gather attitudinal, logistical, and personnel
services information during the various stages of mobilization
for Operation Desert Storm (ODS). Information was also collected
about pre-ODS mobilization arrangements and respondents'
perceptions of how well these plans worked when they were used.
Descriptive results are presented with comparisons by personnel
group, by Reserve Component, and by deployment location, where
appropriate.

Results

Mobilization/Demobilization StaQe

The Initial STAMP survey was sent out in March 1991 at the
end of ODS. Reserve soldiers who responded to the survey were at
various stages of the mobilization process. Table 7 below
indicates that most respondents had returned to civilian life or
were still at their deployment location.

Table 7

Percentage of Respondents at Each Mobilization Stage
at Time of Initial STAMP Survey

Stage Percent at this Stage

Received my notification/alert 0.4

At a mobilization station 4.0

Have not deployed with my unit 2.0

At my final deployment location 32.4

Have been notified of demobilization 9.4

At a demobilization station 4.0

Have returned to civilian life 48.4
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There were no significant differences between the percentages of
enlisted and commissioned personnel at these stages, however,
Table 8 indicates that there were differences by location and
Reserve Component. As indicated, most of the Initial STAMP
respondents who had returned to civilian life were originally
deployed to Europe. Most who were still deployed or in the early
stage of demobilization were in SWA.

Table 8

Stage of Mobilization by Reserve Component and Location

Deployment
Location/

Component Last Four Stages of the Mobilization Process

Still Received At Demob Back To
Deployed Demob Notif Station Civilian

SWA
USAR 14.4 23.5 12.5 6.8
ARNG 42.8 37.3 8.3 6.5
IRR .6 2.0 0.0 .8
Sub Total 57.8 62.8 20.8 14.1

USAREUR
USAR 3.3 0.0 8.3 36.5
ARNG 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
IRR 0.0 0.0 0.0 19.0
Sub Total 4.4 0.0 8.3 55.5

CONUS
USAR 30.6 25.5 25.0 17.1
ARNG 5.0 9.8 45.8 5.7
IRR 2.2 2.0 0.0 7.6
Sub Total 37.8 37.0 70.8 30.4

Totals 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Mobilization Arrangerents

According to regulations, soldiers were supposed to keep
their records up-to-date and have a plan in the event of
mobilization. These plans included a family care plan,
particularly important for soldiers with dependent children.
Such arrangements were important because they presumably lessened
the soldier's worries about his or her family, thus decreasing
stress and increasing morale. One goal of these arrangements was
improved readiness and performance.
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Respondents were asked two series of questions about this
aspect of mobilization planning: whether or not they had made
such arrangements before ODS and how much they agreed with the
statement, "my personal mobilization arrangements for ... worked
very well." Overall, most respondents indicated that they had
made such arrangements before Operation Desert Shield; and most
of them felt that the arrangements worked very well. (Only
respondents with families were included in analyses concerning
family care plans.)

As indicated in Table 9, more officers than enlisted
personnel said they had made such arrangements and agreed or
strongly agreed that the arrangements had worked very well. The
most noticeable difference between enlisted and commissioned
officer respondents concerned making will arrangements. Twenty
percent more officers than enlisted respondents had made
arrangements for wills before mobilization.

Table 9

Previous Mobilization Arrangements and Respondents' Evaluation of
How Well Their Arrangements Worked by Percentages of Personnel
Group

Type STAMP Respondents

of
Enlisted Commissioned

Arrangement
Agreed Agreed

Yes Worked Well Yes Worked Well

Family plan 62.3 75.8 78.3 82.1

Will 47.5 70.8 67.6 85.3

Power of
Attorney 51.1 70.8 56.1 86.3

Differences by location and Reserve Component. Generally,
regardless of deployment location, respondents indicated that
they had made family care plans. However, arrangements for wills
and powers of attorney differed by location. Most of those
deployed to SWA (62.5%) or CONUS (61.3%) had made arrangements
for wills, while a smaller percentage of those deployed to
USAREUR (48.4%) had. The same trend existed for powers of
attorney: 60.5% and 54.5% of those deployed to SWA or CONUS,
respectively, had made such arrangements. Only 45.1% of those
deployed to USAREUR had made this arrangement.
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Overall, there were no significant differences by deployment
location for respondents' agreement that the family plans and
powers of attorney had worked well. There were substantial
differences between the percentages of those who agreed that
arrangements for updating wills went well. Approximately 80% of
those deployed to CONUS and SWA agreed that their arrangements
for updating wills went well, but only 68.6% of those in USAREUR
agreed.

The IRR respondents were significantly different in their
responses for having arrangements and agreeing that these
arrangements worked well. Less than 30% made such arrangements,
and less than 60% agreed that the arrangements they made worked
well. This was understandable because the IRR is a special group
of the Reserves. They have left the Army to return to civilian
life, but must stay on the roster as IRR for the remainder cf
their obligation. They do not drill, nor are they assigned to
units. This group of individuals probably never expected to be
called back to Active Duty during their tenure in the IRR.

Personnel Services

Another aspect of mobilization concerned the personnel-
related services that the Army provided its soldiers. In the
present study, there were questions on financial services, the
availability of personnel and medical records, and the
availability of orders. Respondents were asked to agree or
disagree with a series of statements concerning the adequacy of
the above personnel services at various stages in the
mobilization/demobilization process. (At several mobilization
stages, attitudes toward adequacy of services were not measured
because the services were not relevant at those stages.)

Financial services. Two general trends emerged from the
series of questions related to financial services (see Figures 2
through 4). Enlisted respondents expressed less agreement than
the commissioned officers that these services were adequate.
Enlisted soldiers and officers at more advanced stages of the
mobilization/demobilization process were more negative than those
at earlier stages. At almost all stages, soldiers deployed to
Europe were more negative about the handling of pay and
allotments than soldiers deployed to SWA or within CONUS.

Personnel records. Figures 5 and 6 indicate that agreement
that personnel and medical/dental records were available declined
substantially during deployment. The ARNG were somewhat more
positive than the USAR at all stages that their records were
available.
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Availability of Orders

As indicated in Figure 7, the majority (65%-75%) of the
soldiers mobilized for ODS agreed that their orders were
available when needed. Differences among subgroups tended to be
minimal except for greater agreement on the part of ARNG
respondents (except during deployment) and the usual more
positive reaction from officers.

Availability of Information

Initial STAMP included a series of questions which assessed
soldiers' perceptions about information during ODS. Respondents
were asked how much they agreed that they had received enough
information from the Army to make decisions about their personal
lives. This question was designed similarly to the personnel
service questions in that respondents were asked to agree or
disagree at several different mobilization stages (see Figure 8).
Questions on mobilization and information also included items
about whether the gaining command was present at the mobilization
site, the adequacy of information from the gaining command, and
satisfaction with mail delivery.

Overall, less than 50% of the respondents felt that the Army
gave them enough information to make personal decisions at all
stages of the mobilization/demobilization process. Enlisted
respondents indicated less agreement than officers, and soldiers
deployed to Europe were substantially more negative about
receiving information than any other subgroup. Even after return
to civilian life, the percentages of agreement did not improve
substantially.

Questions about the gaining command and mail were not asked
across mobilization stages. Respondents were simply asked to
answer based upon their information at time of deployment. The
presence of the gaining command at a mobilization site would
presumably facilitate the mobilized soldier's transition onto
Active Duty by providing information about the future deployment
site. More officers than enlisted (49% versus 36%) indicated
that the gaining command was present. Interestingly, 30% of the
enlisted respondents indicated that they did not know if the
gaining command was present. Most soldiers (53% enlisted and 67%
officers) felt that the information they had received from the
gaining command was adequate for deployment. Most soldiers were
not very satisfied with mail delivery on Active Duty. Only 29%
of enlisted personnel and 39% of commissioned officers agreed
that they were satisfied with the mail, and only 18% of those
deployed to SWA were satisfied.
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Integration with the Active Component

Two questions to measure soldiers' perceptions of how they
integrated with the Active Component were analyzed. One question
asked if they agreed that they were treated as equals by Active
Duty soldiers and one question asked if they agreed that their
unit worked well with the Active Component. Agreement was
measured on a five-point Likert type scale in which 5 indicated
"strongly agree" and 1 "strongly disagree."

Generally, regardless of rank, location of deployment, or
source of mobilization, most soldiers did not agree that they
were treated as equals. Only 39% of the respondents indicated
agreement or strong agreement with this statement. This is one
of the few questions that did not find enlisted personnel more
negative than officers. In contrast, most respondents (67.9%)
indicated agreement or strong agreement that their urits had
worked well with the Active Component.

Discussion

Overall, the agreement on the availability of personnel
services and records declined over the course of the
mobilization/deployment process. The most critical factors in
the .7ocess were the lack of information necessary to make
personal decisions and the inequitable treatment by the Active
Duty soldiers. These factors could potentially increase stress
and uncertainty, decrease morale and unit cohesion, and
negratively affect performance, readiness, and future recruitment.
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4. RELATIONSHIP OF LEADERSHIP, TRAINING, AND FAMILY ISSUES TO

RETENTION, MORALE, SATISFACTION, AND READINESS

Laurel W. Oliver

Introduction

This section explores the relationship of survey items
pertaining to respondents' perceptions of leadership/climate,
opinions of the adequacy of their training, and concerns about
stress and families to outcomes of interest to the Array.
Although cause and effect cannot be assumed, the relationships
among these clusters of items are of considerable interest and
suggest implications for Army policymakers and planners.

Specifically, we wanted to know:

How the followina variables:

* perceptions of leadership/climate
* opinions of traiL.ing adequacy
• concerns about stress and families

related to the following outcomes:

• career intent (to remain in Reserve/Guard)
* perceptions of unit morale
0 overall satisfaction with the Army
. perceptions of unit readiness

Data Analysis

The results reported below concern the leadership/climate,
training, and stress/family items from the surveys for Initial
STAMP. We obtained frequencies, means, and standard deviations
for the sample as a whole and for subgroups, where appropriate.
In addition, this section of the report includes zero-order
correlations between the variables of interest and the outcome
variables of career intent, unit morale, overall satisfaction
with the Army, and perceived unit readiness. As noted earlier,
officer results are based only on commissioned officers because
we deleted the small number of warrant officers in the sample.

Appendix C (Figures 9 to 29) shows breakouts for various
subgroups of each item used in the analyses for this chapter.
The total sample was broken out by personnel group (whether
enlisted personnel or officer), by deployment location (SWA,
USAREUR, or CONUS), and by source of mobilization (USAR or ARNG).
The percentages are usually given in terms of respondent
agreement ("agreed" or "strongly agreed") with the statement
shown at the top of the figure.
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Small differences in percentages among groups are not
important, and we will not comment on them. Figures 9-16 concern
the leadership/climate items; Figures 17-19 concern training
items; and Figures 20-25 concern stress/family items. Figures
26-29 show results for the outcome measures of career intent,
perceived unit morale, overall satisfaction with the Army, and
perceived unit readiness.

In general, there were relatively few differences among
subgroups except for enlisted-officer comparisons. Officers
invariably had more positive perceptions of their experiences and
of the Army than did enlisted personnel--a frequent finding for
Army attitudinal research.

For the findings presented here, we did not conduct
statistical tests of differences between groups because of the
nature of the sample as discussed in Chapter 1. Although
correlations for a sample of this size are statistically
significant at about .11 (R <.05), we do not discuss correlations
less than .34.

Results

Perceptions of Leadership/Climate

Figures 9, 10, and 11 depict respondents' perceptions of
their leaders. Figure 9 concerns the technical competence of
Resert 'Guard leaders. In addition to the usual more positive
perceptions of officers (63% of whom agreed or strongly agreed
that their leaders were technically competent, compared to 42%
of enlisted personnel who so agreed), there were some differences
between people deplcyed to USAREUR and those deployed elsewhere.
Of the USAREUR deployees, only 44% believed their leaders were
technically competent, compared to 55% deployed to SWA and 62%
deployed to CONUS locations.

Figure 10 shows that, overall, 58% of the respondents agreed
or strongly agreed that their supervisors were good leaders.
Differences among the various groups of respondents were minimal.
Figure 11 relates to how well leaders worked together as a team.
Slightly less than half (49%) the total sample agreed with the
statement, with the usual enlisted-officer differences. In
contrast to their views of leaders working well together,
respondents were more positive about how well their units worked
together. As Figure 12 shows, 68% believed their units worked
well together.

Figures 13, 14, and 15 illustrate the respondents' views of
their relationships with others in the unit. These perceptions
tended to be quite positive: 84% agreed there were people in the
unit who could be counted on for help (Figure 13), and 89% agreed
there were people in the unit with whom they could have fun and
relax (Figure 15). Differences among groups on these two items
were small. Somewhat fewer, 71%, thought there was someone in
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their unit who would listen to their concerns about thpir
military job/career (see Figure 14).

Table 10 on the next page contains the interco.ýre.LL ions of
the leadership/climate items from the survey. In general, the
items tend to be rather highly correlated with each other as well
as with the outcome measures. Five items (my work is
appreciated, unit leaders work well as a team, confidence that
leaders will perform well in combat, leaders are technically
competent, and leaders are concerned about my welfare) tended to
be fairly highly correlated (.34-.74) with many of the other
leadership items as well as substantially correlated with the
outcome measures of morale, satisfaction, and readiness
(.34-.62).

Table 10 also contains the correlations of
leadership/climate items with outcomes of interest to the Army.
Career intent was measured on a 4-point scale from "I plan to
leave upon completion of my enlistment/obligation" to "I plan to
stay after I receive my retirement letter." Unit morale, overall
satisfaction with the Army, and unit readiness were measured on a
5-point scale from strongly agree to strongly disagree with the
following questions: (1) The morale in my unit is high; (2)
Overall, I am very satisfied with my Army experience; and (3) My
unit was well prepared to perform its assigned mission. Career
intent was most highly correlated with leader concern for soldier
welfare (.35) and leader concern for family welfare (.34).
Overall satisfaction with the Army correlated moderately with
soldiers' work being appreciated (.37), the presence of someone
in the unit tc listen to job concerns (.37), confidence that
leaders would perform well in combat (.37), technical competence
of leaders (.45), leader concern for soldier welfare (.42), and
leader concern for family welfare (.39). Unit morale was more
closely related to leadership/climate than the other outcomes,
correlating .36 or higher with 11 of the 13 leadership items.
Unit readiness was associated with many of these same items,
correlating .35 or higher with nine of the 13 leadership items.

Two leadership items--RC leaders are technically competent
and RC leaders are concerned about my welfare--had correlations
ranging from .32 to .53 with the four outcome variables. These
two items were also highly correlated with each other (1 - .74).

QRinions of Training Adeguacy

Figures 16-19 in Appendix C depict the responses of
mobilized personnel to questions concerning training adequacy.
As Figure 16 shows, large percentages (generally 85% or more) of
all groups believed they were well prepared to perform their duty
assignments and had the technical skill to do their military jobs
well. However, some respondents felt they needed more training--
12% asserted they needed a "lot more" training, and 40% said they
needed "a little more" training (see Figure 17).
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Table 10

Intercorrelations of Leadership Climate Items and Outcome
Measures

LEADERSHIP/CLIMATE ITEMS OUTCOM E M EASURES
Item # 77 79 80 81 83 86 87 90 91 109 110 111 102 85 108 84

Leaderthip/Climnate
76-Work

appreciated .45 .36 .43 .30 .41 .34 .39 .36 .45 .35 .31 .28 .27 .42 .37 .45

77-Command had work
ready when I arrived .27 .27 .20 .29 .31 .38 .33 .37 .33 .31 -31 .22 .37 .31 .43

79-Can count on
people in unit
for help .65 .48 .41 .34 .34 .35 .29 .33 .41 .34 .23 .31 .28 .35

80-Someone in
unit listen to
job concerns .49 .33 .35 .35 .31 .33 .43 .46 .38 .27 .36 .37 .29

81-People in unit
to have fun/relax .28 .23 .19 .30 .17 .16 .19 .23 .19 .22 .30 .30

83-Unit works well
as team .31 .58 .51 .44 .47 .42 .32 .25 .55 .31 .62

86-Immediatc supervisor
good leader .53 .26 .50 .38 .36 .31 .15 .38 .31 .27

87-Unit leaders work
well as team .44 .66 .54 .52 .43 .24 .58 .34 .48

90-Confident unit perform
well in combat .57 .41 .36 .34 .31 .49 .28 ;7

91-Confident leaders perform
well in combat .64 .57 .45 .25 .56 .37 .47

109-RC leaderrs technically
competent .74 .53 .32 .53 .45 .43

110-RC leaders concerned
about my welfare .67 .35 .52 .42 .36

I1l-RC concerned about
my family .34 42 .39 .27

outcorres
102-Carcer intcnions .38 .37 .27

85-Unit morale high .43 .54

108-Overall satisfaction 31

84-Unit well prepared for misgiofn
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Figure 18 summarizes the responses for three stages of
training--before activation, at the mobilization station, and
after deployment. Of those who received training, most
respondents (71% to 81%) considered it adequate or very adequate.
As can be seen in Figure 19, most respondents (69% overall)
reported that their ODS tasks were similar or very similar to
those they had trained for, especially if they had deployed to
USAREUR (where 81% reported similar tasks).

Table 11 contains the intercorrelations of the training
items, which tended to be moderately correlated with each other.
The intercorrelations suggest that similarity of the tasks
trained for prior to ODS was positively related to ratings of
training adequacy and personal technical skill and inveLsely
related to the need for more training to do the job well.

Although the training items were moderately correlated with
each other, they were generally not highly correlated with the
outcomes of interest. The highest correlations with outcome
measures were: training adequacy at the mobilization station
with unit morale (.35) and with unit readiness (.40); and
training adequacy after deployment with unit morale (.34) and
with unit readiness (.40). Perceptions that additional training
was needed correlated negatively with all other training items
with correlations ranging from -. 34 to -. 49.

Concerns about Stress and Families

Figures 20 to 25 in Appendix C depict findings related to
stress and family concerns. (Those findings specific to families
are based only on soldiers who had families.) Figure 20
indicates that 70% of the respondents experienced some to extreme
stress in their military jobs at the time of the survey, with 57%
reporting such stress for the year before. Figure 21 shows a
similar pattern--more stress experienced now (79%) versus the
year before (62%)--for family/personal stress. No substantial
differences in family/personal stress occurred among subgroups.
For job stress, there was a difference between those deployed to
USAREUR (54% reported stress) and those deployed to SWA (81%
reported stress). Some 57% of those surveyed agreed they were
very worried about their families during deployment (see Figure
22). However, 63% agreed their families were well taken care of
during deployment (see Figure 23).

Figure 24 shows that 47% of respondents agreed that
Reserve/Guard leaders were concerned about their welfare and that
51% agreed that leaders were concerned about their families'
welfare. Spouse support for being in the Reserve/Guard was
reported by 72% of all married respondents (see Figure 25).

Intercorrelations of the family/stress survey items are
presented in Table 12 on page 34. Most of the coefficients are
low to modest in magnitude, although the perception of RC concern
for families was correlated .47 with the belief that one's family
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Table 11

Intercorrelations of Training Items and Outcome Measures

Outcome Measures
Item # 97 98 99 100 101 102 85 108 84

Training

78-Have technical
skill to do job well .32 .33 .30 -.49 .38 .19 .16 .21 .31

97-Training adequacy/
before activation .57 .46 -.36 .41 .15 .13 .23 .26

98-Training adequacv/
mob station .68 -.34 .32 .23 .35 .30 .40

99-Training adequacy/
after deployed -.36 .27 .22 .34 .32 .40

100-Training needed
to do job well -.38 -. 14 -.15 -.15 -.26

101-Similarity of tasks to

pre-ODS training .11 .19 .15 .28

Outcome Measures

102-Career intention:; .38 .37 .27

85-Unit morale high .43 .54

108-Overall satisfaction .31

84-Unit well prepared
for mission
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Table 12

Intercorrelations of Family/Personal Items and Outcome Measures

Outcome Measures
Item # 88 92 93 94 95 106 111 102 85 108 84

Stress/Family

69-Worried about
family .20 .13 .28 .13 .10 -.19 -.13 -.22 -.13 -.19 -.12

88-Family well taken
care of -.15 -.24 -.08 -.01 .23 .47 .24 .31 .30 .29

92-Stress now/military
job .37 .33 .16 -.06 -.25 -.10 -.22 -.26 -.18

93-Stress now/personal
life .17 .36 -.27 -.14 -.09 -. 17 -. 16 -.08

94-Stress year ago/
military job .47 .01 -.13 -.13 -.07 -.12 -.17

95-Stress year ago/
personal life -.08 -.02 -.03 .04 .02 -.02

106-Spouse support for
being in RC .22 .34 .22 .29 .14

11 1-RC concerned about

my family .34 .42 .39 .27

Outcomes

102-Career intentions .38 .37 .27

85-Unit morale high .43 .54

108-Overall satisfaction .31

84-Unit well prepared for misssion
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was well taken care of. RC concern for families was correlated
.42 with unit morale and .39 with overall satisfaction. No
family variables correlated .35 or higher with the career intent
outcome, although spouse support and RC concern for families both
correlated .34 with career intent. Unit readiness was not highly
associated with any of the family/personal items. The reasonably
high level of social support indicated by the perception that
soldiers had people in their units they could count on fir help
(item 79), they could have fun with (item 81), and they could
talk to about their job concerns (item 80) may be moderating the
stress/outcome relationships reported in the correlations in
Table 12. An examination of the interactions of these variables
will be conducted in the Main STAMP analyses.

Outcome Measures

Frequencies for the various subgroups on each of the four
outcome variables are shown in Figures 26-29. Figure 26 reveals
that 49% of enlisted personnel and 14% of officers intended to
leave the Army after their current enlistment/obligation.
Persons deployed to USAREUR also planned to leave after their
current enlistment/obligation in greater numbers (45%) than did
other groups (21% and 24% for those deployed to SWA and CONUS,
respectively).

Figure 27 shows how the various groups evaluated unit
morale. Overall, only 45% of respondents agreed that their unit
morale was high, with relatively minor differences between
groups. In Figure 28, 72% of respondents agreed that they were
satisfied with their Army experience, again with no substantial
differences among groups. Perceptions of readiness are
summarized in Figure 29, with 75% of respondents agreeing their
units were well prepared to perform their missions. Once again,
no sizable group differences are apparent except for the officer
(85% agreement) and enlisted (66% agreement) disparity.

Discussion

Perceptions of Reserve/Guard Leadership

Overall leadership effectiveness unclear. In the absence of
comparative data, it is difficult to make judgments concerning
the effectiveness of Reserve/Guard leadership as viewed by
mobilized personnel. However, the findings reported above
suggest that there may be room for improvement in the area of
leader technical competence and leader concern for soldier
welfare which could improve unit morale, overall satisfaction,
and unit readiness.

Good leadership combines technical competence with concern
for people. The results also indicate that leader technical
competence and leader concern for soldier welfare were highly
associated with each other. This implies that good leadership
has two facets--technical competence and concern for people--and
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that the two aspects tend to be found together. The latter
aspect (concern for people) is clearly analogous to the
"consideration" dimension identified in the Ohio State leadership
research (e.g., Schraisheim & Kerr, 1974). The other variable
(technical competence) is not dissimilar to the Ohio State
"structure" dimension and seems related to the task orientation
component of unit cohesion (Siebold, 1990).

Effect of changing leader concern from low to high. In
applying these findings to a possible strategy to improve unit
morale, Rosenthal and Rubin (1982) have developed a technique
called the Binomial Effect Size Display (BESD). This data
display procedure illustrates the effect of a correlation between
two variables on the success rate or improvement rate of the
outcome variable involved. Using the BESD technique, Table 13
demonstrates the potential impact of enhancing one of the
leadership characteristics--leader concern for soldier welfare--
on unit morale. Table 13 depicts the effect of a correlation of
.52 between leader concern and high unit morale. As the table
shows, with a correlation of .52, 76% of the high morale units
would be above the median on leader concern and only 24% below
the median. This result indicates that changing the level of
leader concern from low (below the median) to high (above the
median) is associated with increasing unit morale from 24% to
76%--a sizable and very desirable increase. (This conclusion is
based on the assumpticn that leader concern leads to high morale,
rather than the reverse.)

Table 13

Binomial Effect Size Display (BESD) for Leader Concern-Unit
Morale Correlation of r=.52

Leader concern for Unit Morale
soldier welfare High Low

Above the median level 76% 24%

Below the median level 24% 76%

Training Adequacy

Similarity of pre-ODS traininq to ODS jobs desirable.
There was a definite tendency for similarity of tasks trained on
before ODS to tasks assigned during ODS to have a positive
relationship to perceived adequacy of training at all
mobilization and demobilization stages as well as to have a
negative relationship to perceived need for more training.
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Some respondents felt the need for more training. The fact
that more than half the respondents reported they needed more
training suggests that training might be another area which the
Reserve Component might wish to review, particularly when
soldiers are utilized in unfamiliar jobs or tasks.

Concerns about Stress and Families

Most familvr•elated items not highly correlated with
outcomes. The family/personal items did not show as strong a
relationship with each other or with the outcome measures as did
the leadership items. However, the concern of the RC for
families emerged as a rather important factor in terms of
outcomes. As found in the Army Family Research Program (AFRP),
spouse support seemed fairly important to career intentions
(Bowen, 1989). These findings, however, do not preclude the
possibility that different family/personal issues may be salient
for subgroups of Army personnel who are at different family life
stages. We did not explore this possibility.

Stress not highly associated with outcomes. Responses to
the stress items indicated that both job and family stress had
increased from a year ago. Although the stress items were
related to each other, they tended not to be highly related to
important outcome measures.

Summary Statement

We remind readers that the findings reported here are
specific to the sample involved. Also, rank and component
differences may confound differences between deployment locations
since disproportionately more officers from USAR were deployed to
USAREUR and CONUS and disproportionately more enlisted from ARNG
went to SWA. However, the findings do not appear to be
unreasonable in view of previous research on cohesion and
leadership, the results of other ODS investigations, and findings
from the AFRP. The area of leadership emerged as one which the
Reserve/Guard might wish to review. The findings indicated that
leadership combining technical competence with concern for
soldier welfare results in favorable outcomes for the Army.
Perceptions of training adequacy were also important for high
unit morale and for high unit readiness. Leader concern for
soldier and family welfare continued to demonstrate positive
outcomes for the Army.
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5. SUMMARY OF WRITTEN COMMENTS

Beverly C. Harris

Introduction

Over half of the Reserve soldiers responding to the Initial
STAMP Survey made written comments to explain their answers on
items in the survey or to offer additional information on their
attitudes and mobilization experiences. As the Initial STAMP
surveys were being returned, ARI was completing the analysis of a
questionnaire administered to the Individual Ready Reserve (IRR)
at mobilization stations (Steinberg, 1991; Wisher, Sabol,
Sukenik, & Kern, 1991). Just over half of these IRR soldiers
made written comments which provided additional insight into
their problems at call-up.

Written comments on Initial STAMP were analyzed for three
purposes: (a) to see if soldiers making comments were
substantially different demographically or attitudinally from
soldiers who did not make comments; (b) to see if the issues
expressed in the written comments were consistent with the
findings from the Initial STAMP multiple-choice survey items, and
(c) to compare the U.S. Army Reserve (USAR), Army National Guard
(ARNG), and IRR comments made on Initial STAMP which was
administered toward the end of ODS with comments made by the IRR
soldiers at call-up (Steinberg, 1991). This paper presents a
summary of the content analysis of these written comments.

Method

A modified content analysis approach (Krippendorff, 1980)
was used to examine the comments. The fourteen categories
established in the earlier IRR analysis (Steinberg, 1991) were
used as a starting point. A "comment" included all that the
soldiers wrote about the content area: One word, one sentence,
several sentences, or one paragraph which represented the theme
of the content area. One soldier could have comments in multiple
categories, but only one "comment" per category was recorded. A
small random sample of comments from ten soldiers was coded by
two additional raters with agreement on 74% of the comments.
Based on the interrater disagreements, adjustments were made to
exclude two IRR categories (Getting to Mob Center, Other In-
processing) and to include two new categories (Leadership
Problems and Career/Promotion Problems). Two subcategories,
Attitudes toward Mobilization and Wasted Resources, were also
added to already existing IRR categories. The final content
categories are listed in Table 14 on page 40. After verbatim
transcripts were made of all comments, they were coded using the
final set of 14 categories. Because of time and resource
constraints, only one psychologist was available for coding.
Frequency distributions and chi-square analyses were used to
compare the responses on survey items of soldiers making comments
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with soldiers who did not make comments. Similarities and
differences in the problems or content of the comments were also
examined for the Reserve Components (USAR), (ARNG), and (IRR),
for locations of deployment (SWA), (USARqEUR), and (CONUS), and
for commissioned officers and enlisted soldiers.

Results

Participants

Written comments were received from 363 (59%) of the 618
Reserve soldiers who responded to Initial STAMP.

Thematic Content of Written Comments

Results of the content analysis are shown in Table 14. As
indicated in Table 14, the percentages of respondents making
comments in four categories (attitude toward the USAR/ARNG/IRR or
mobilization; improper treatment by the Active Component
soldiers; disorganization/lack of information/wasted resources;
and, attitude toward the Army) were fairly consistent across
Component, location, and rank.

Table 14

Percent of Soldiers Making Written Comments by Content Area

Reserve Component Location Enlisted Commiss.

Content Area Total USAR ARNG IRR SWA USAREUR CONUS Soldiers Officers

Attitude toward the 14% 34% 31% 35% 35% 34% 32% 35% 33%
USAR/ARNG/IRR or
rabilization

Improper treatment 28% 31% 23% 27% 18% 26% 38% 25% 31%

Disorganization/lack of 26% 25% 28% 33% 29% 25% 25% 30t 24%
info/wasted resources

Attitude toward the Army 16% 19% 14% 13% 14% 21% 18% 141 20%

Leadership problems 16% 17% 21% 4% 27% 5% 15% 21% 12%

Financial problems 11% 15% 3% 6% 2% 16% 16% 7% 13%

Problems with call-up/ 11% 14% 6% 6% 12% 11% 7% 7% 13%
mobilization/demob

Training problems 10% 8% 2% 35% 5% 20% 8% 14% 6%

Career/promotion problems 6% 7% 6% 2% 6% 6% 8% 7% 6%

Loss of income, 5% 6% i% 10% 3% 9% 4% 7% 5%
interference w/school

incorrect/missing records 3% 3% 0 8% 0 7% 2% 2% 3%

Family problems 31 4% 2% 0 i% 2% 5% 1% 5%

Medical problems 2% 3% 0 0 2% 2% 2% 1% 2%

Other 22% 23% 26% 15% 24% 16% 24% 19% 26%

Mote 1: Percentages based on the soldiers making written comments (n-363).
Note 2: Warrant officers are excluded because of small sample sirte.
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Below is a short summary of the comments in each thematic
content area.

Attitude toward the USAR/ARNG/IRR or mobilization. This
is the category that received the most comments from Reserve
soldiers (124 soldiers or 34%). Approximately 10% of the
comments in this category were positive: Respondents were proud
of the operation, glad they were a part of it, and thought their
units performed well. Negative comments concerned the Reserve
Component's lack of training, lack of discipline, and lack of
equipment. Soldiers felt that the mobilization needed better
planning to regulate the number of soldiers who were called up
and to provide more personnel for in-processing. They also felt
that the Army should make sure that soldiers were needed before
they called Reserves and disrupted their lives. A major r'oncern
for the USAR and ARNG soldiers was that they expected to be
mobilized and deployed as a unit. When the Army split up units
and put fillers into units, unit morale and cohesion suffered.
These Reserve soldiers thought that the demobilization process at
the end of the war was too slow and that the process gave
priority to Active Component soldiers. Soldi3rs in the Active
Component were being sent home before Reserve Component soldiers
even though the Reservists had civilian lives they put on hold
for ODS.

Improper-treatment. Reserve soldiers (102 or 28%)
complained that, counter to their expectations, they were treated
as second-class citizens or as basic trainees by the Active
Component soldiers. Their ranks were not respected nor were they
treated as competent soldiers. Reserve soldiers had believed
they were part of the Total Army and expected to be treated like
Active Duty soldiers once they were called up. Soldiers
complained that housing, meals, and transportation were poor and
not equal to facilities for the Active Component. A number of
comments in this category concerned the rewards and benefits that
were being given to the soldiers deployed to SWA. Many soldiers
felt that deployment to SWA was the luck of the draw and that
everyone mobilized had suffered the same disruption regardless of
their location. They felt that benefits should apply to everyone
mobilized and deployed in support of ODS.

Disorganization/lack of information/wasted resources.
Soldiers (94 or 26%) commenting in this category emphasized the
individual effects of inefficiency of in-processing and the lack
of planning and coordination between mobilization and deployment.
This inefficiency and poor coordination resulted in soldiers
doing the same task numerous times, having to redo processing at
different locations, and wasting time because in-processing
personnel were not prepared or did not know the answer to
questions concerning Reserve Component soldiers. The majority of
soldiers' comments in this category concerned problems with
receiving accurate, timely information. The information that was
lacking related to the conduct of the war, to what was happening
from moment to moment, and to what would happen to them. This
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lack of information affected soldiers' ability to keep family and
employers informed. Many soldiers also felt that they had
nothing to do once they arrived at their duty station, or were
assir-ed trivial tasks to fill time.

Attitude toward the Army. Fifty-eight soldiers (16%) made
statements that expressed attitudes toward the Army.
Approximately 30% of the comments in this category were totally
positive about the Army, ODS, and about their participation;
approximately 10% of the comments acknowledged some serious
problems but still expressed pride in the Army and the way the
Army carried out the operation. Negative attitudes related to
soldier perceptions that the Army failed to show concern for its
soldiers and to treat the Reserves as part of the Total Army.
The problems expressed and coded into other specific content
areas (poor planning, poor communication, inaccurate information,
and breaking up units after mobilization) were perceived by the
soldiers as the Army's not caring and not following through on
its promises.

Leadership problems. In this category, 58 Reserve soldiers
(16%) commented that their leaders were inexperienced, lacked
training, and did not care about their troops. A few commented
that leaders were more interested in their own promotions than in
doing a good job. Failure by the leaders to disseminate
information up and down the :.ain of command was also a problem.
This failure to communicate was linked with statements that
leaders did not know what was going on and did not care about
others under their command. Soldiers did not think that their
leaders had enough Active Duty experience or training to deal
with the problems in ODS. As shown in Table 14, more enlisted
soldiers, soldiers in the ARNG and USAR, and those soldiers
deployed to SWA made comments on leadership problems than
soldiers in other subgroups or locations.

Financial problems. The 40 soldiers (11%) who commented on
financial problems expressed concerns about the pay system: Pay
was not accurate, pay was delayed, or pay had not been received
at all. A higher percentage of officers, soldiers from USAR, and
soldiers deployed to Europe commented on financial problems (see
Table 14).

Problems with call-up/mobilization/demobilization. Some 40
scldiers (11%) made comments in this category related to specific
problems that they encountered at call-up or during mobilization
and deployment. Problems included being split off from their
units, having difficulty with transportation, and being unable to
obtain adequate supplies, such as parts for vehicles and
equipment, clothing, etc., at their location. As Table 14
indicates, a higher percentage of officers and USAR soldiers made
comments in this category.

Training problems. The 36 soldiers (10%) who commented on
training, indicated that the training was too elementary and did
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not cover important topics, such as MOS-specific training,
company drills, and desert-specific training Reserve soldiers
also commented on poorly trained instructors, the poor treatment
by instructors, and the need for combined training with the
Active Component. As shown in Table 14, more IRR soldiers,
soldiers deployed to USAREUR, and enlisted soldiers commented on
training problems than did soldiers in other subgroups or
locations.

Career/promotion Rroblemis. Only 22 soldiers (6%) commented
on career problems. The majority of these comments concerned
problems with promotions while deployed. Promotions were
delayed, not based on performance, or were impossible because of
changing units. Soldiers also felt that Stop-Loss should not
have affected those who were due for their Expiration of Term of
Service (ETS). Complaints indicated that Active Duty soldiers
were allowed to leave at ETS, but Reserve soldiers were not.

Loss of income/interference with school. Comments in this
category from 18 soldiers (5%) focused on the drop in pay from
their civilian jobs to their military jobs. Those who were self-
employed before mobilization experienced significant financial
hardships.

Incorrect/missinQ files. records, orders. Only 11 soldiers
(3%) commented on missing or incorrect orders. Their primary
concerns were with lost records and orders that stayed at the
mobilization site instead of being sent to their deployed
location.

Family problems. Again, only 11 soldiers (3%) commented on
family problems. Those who did focused on the lack of close
medical facilities and their families not being in the Defense
Enrollment Eligibility Reporting System (DEERS) and civilian
Health and Medical Payments for United States (CHAMPUS) system.

Medical problems. The small percentage of soldiers
commenting in this category (2%) indicated that their primary
concerns were the lack of available medical care and poor
treatment by medical personnel.

Other comments. Over half the comments in this category
were about the survey itself, e.g., survey items were not about
the war, there were delays in receiving the survey, interviews
not surveys needed, etc. Others included statements that did not
fit into one of the substantive categories above.

Soldiers Who Made Comments Compared to Soldiers Who Did Not

Soldiers who made written comments were very similar to
those who did not make comments. In fact, only 18 of the 124
survey items were significantly different for the two groups.
Although they were equally satisfied with their Army experience,
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differences indicated that the 59% w.ho wrote comments were more
negative about:

"* The adequacy of the information tLey received at all
stages in the mobilization, depio1ment, and
demobilization process.

"• The rating of unit morale.

"• The equality of their treatment by the Active Component
soldiers, and

"* How well deployment of the troops went for ODS.

The similarities suggest that the comments were not coming
from soldiers who were overly negative about the Reserves or
about the Army. In fact, 16% of the soldiers making comments
signed the sheets, and many volunteered to provide more
information or assistance. The career intentions of the soldiers
who made comments indicated that they were more definite about
their career plans than soldiers who did not make comments.
Soldiers making comments were more likely to leave after this
enlistment/obligation (34% vs. 24%, respectively); but, they were
also equally likely to stay after receiving their retirement
letter (34% for both groups).

Comments Consistent with SurveY Items

The written comments presented problems and issues
consistent with the responses on the multiple-choice survey items
reported throughout this report. Examples include problems with:
(1) the mobilization process, (2) information dissemination at
all stages of the mobilization/demobilization, (3) inequitable
and disrespectful treatment of the Reserves by the Active
Component soldiers, and (4) lack of meaningful work once
activated. The problems with leadership expressed in the written
comments by 16% of the respondents were also consistent with the
responses on the survey items reported in Chapter 4 of this
report. The written comments on this Initial STAMP Survey
provided additional insight -nto the data from the survey
responses. They also offered valuable information for reviewing
and improving future mobilizations.

Comments Similar to IRR Call-Up

The problems and concerns expressed by the USAR, ARNG, and
IRR soldiers in this Initial STAMP Survey were very similar to
those expressed by the IRR at call-up (Steinberg, 1991). The
overall tone of the STAMP comments, however, was less negative.
Despite the more positive tone, higher percentages of STAMP
soldiers made comments in four categories: Disorganization/lack
of information/wasted resoiirces; improper treatment by the Active
Component soldiers; attitudes towa.-d the USAR/ARNG/IRR or
mobilization; and, attitudes towarc. the Army. Leadership
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problems, expressed by 16% of the Initial STAMP respondents, were
not a main concern for the IRR at call-up. It is understandable
that leadership problems were not a concern of the IRR at call-up
because they did not, at that point, have leaders nor were they
in a unit.

The IRR are a special category of Reserves who have left the
Army to return to civilian life but remain on the rosters until
completion of their obligation/enlistment. They do not work or
train in units. As individuals, they may never have expected to
be called back into the Army. The IRR study (Steinberg, 1991;
Wisher, Sabol, Sukenik, & Kern, 1991) of approximately 3,000 IRR
soldiers found them to be very negative at call-up. They
resented "being treated like raw recruits," having to wait
extremely long periods of time in lines to complete their
processing, and the inexp(!rience of those conducting the training
at the mobilization sites. Of the Initial STAMP soldiers
surveyed at the end of ODS, the IRR were more negative than the
USAR and ARNG on several items:

"* Adequacy of training at the mobilization site

"* The amount of training they needed to Jo their job well

"• Their own morale

* Their unit morale

• Their confidence in their unit's performance

The IRR at the end of ODS expressed some of the same concerns as
expressed by the IRR at call-up. In addition, the expressed lack
of confidence in their units and their perception of lower unit
morale at the end of ODS signals a problem that may result from
an "individual" being placed in a unit. With no prior experience
with the unit, both the individual and the unit may suffer
because of lack of confidence and trust in a time of increased
demands for performance. It is not surprising that individual
morale, unit morale, and unit readiness may be reduced. More
extensive information on the Individual Ready Reserves (IRR) is
being collected in a special part of the Main STAMP Survey.

Discussion

After reviewing the entire set of comments, it appears that
soldiers were taking the survey seriously and wanted to
communicate what went wrong so the Army could fix it. The
problems they encountered, especially the lack of communication,
the lack of meaningful work, and the inequitable and
disrespectful treatment demoralized, frustrated, and angered
respondents. These problems were expressed by the IRR at call-up
(Steinberg, 1991) and by the USAR, ARNG, and IRR at the end of
Operation Desert Storm.
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The comments indicated that the problems encountered did
negatively influence individual and unit morale and cohesion.
Soldiers thought that these problems, in turn, would negatively
affect the career decisions of Reserve Component soldiers. The
reasonably high, positive relationship of unit morale with career
intentions reported in Chapter 4 supports this contention made in
the comments.
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6. INITIAL STAMP SURVEY OF MOBILIZED RESERVISTS: SUMMARY
OF FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR THE ARMY

Laurel W. Oliver, Beverly C. Harris, and Timothy W. Elig

Initial STAMP was conducted to capture the attitudes and
experiences of mobilized Reservists during ODS or as soon after
the event as possible. It was intended to go to USAR and ARNG
soldiers deployed to USAREUR and CONUS. However, because of file
inaccuracies, the 618 respondents were from USAR, ARNG, and IRR.
Some respondents were also deployed to SWA. Demographics of the
respondents appear to be fairly representative of the mobilized
Reserves. Because of mobilization and deployment patterns,
however, soldiers were not distributed randomly by rank or across
locations. For example, most ARNG personnel (the majority of
whom in the sample were enlisted) deployed to SWA, while most
USAR (most of whom in the sample were officers) deployed to
USAREUR and CONUS. Thus there is a confounding of rank with
location, a point which must be taken into account in
interpreting findings. This chapter summarizes the findings of
Initial STAMP and presents some implications of these findings.

Summary of Findings

Economic factors

Many soldiers lost income when they were mobilized,
especially if they were self-employed. Employees of smaller
organizations were much less likely to receive supplemental
income and continued health benefits than were employees of large
organizations. Most soldiers who were students when they were
called up either received credit for the semester or received a
reimbursement of fees.

Mobilization process

Almost all the respondents were at their deployment
location, were in the process of demobilization, or had returned
to civilian life. Overall, a majority of soldiers had made
mobilization plans (wills, powers-of-attorney, family care plans
if appropriate); but the number of those doing so did not
approaich 100%, especially for enlisted soldiers. Evaluations of
financial services (adequacy of banking services and accuracy of
monthly pay and allotments) were positive for a majority of the
respondents, but such evaluations became more negative as the
soldier moved through the mobilization process with USAREUR
deployees more negative than those deployed to other locations.
Satisfaction with the availability of personnel and
medical/dental records declined rather sharply for all groups
during deployment. Orders were available to a majority of
soldiers, but the overall percentage never exceeded three-fourths
of the entire sample at any mobilization stage.
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Perceptions of respondents concerning communication tended
to be less than optimal. At most stages, less than half the
total group believed they had enough information to make personal
decisions, with ARNG respondents being consistently the most
positive and those deployed to USAREUR always the most negative
on the question. Most soldiers felt the information received
from the gaining command was adequate, although almost a third of
the enlisted personnel did not know if the gaining command was
represented when they were deployed. Relatively small
proportions of respondents felt mail delivery was adequate--only
about 30% overall were satisfied, and only 18% of those deployed
to SWA were satisfied.

Many soldiers did not feel they were well integrated into
the Active Component. Only 39% of the respondents felt they were
treated as equals by Active Duty soldiers, although 68% reported
that their units worked well with the Active Component.

Leadership. traininc!, and family issues

Positive attitudes toward leaders and their behaviors tended
to be fairly strongly related to the outcomes cf retention,
morale, satisfaction, and readiness. Morale, ir particular, had
a strong positive relationship to leadership. Perceptions of
training adequacy were also related to the outcomes, although
less so than were perceptions of leadership. However, the
overall attitudes toward training were more positive than toward
leadership. In general, family factors were not very highly
related to the measured outcomes, although leader concern for the
soldier's welfare and leader concern for the welfare of the
soldier's family were strongly related to positive outcomes.

Written comments

The written comments tended to support the survey results
summarized azove. Marny soldiers emphasized that there were
positive aspects to their experience, but respondents also felt
the Army needed to remedy some of the problems they had
encountered. The primary complaints related to deficient
communication, lack of meaningful work, leader inexperience, lack
of concern for soldiers, and inequitable treatment.

Implications for the Army

Economic Loss

Many soldiers suffered economic losses during mobilization.
These losses could be minimized by preparing "business care
plans" which describe arrangements made by self-employed
individuals to sustain their businesses or practices in the event
of mobilization. Reserve/Guard commanders could be responsible
for the filing and updating of such plans as they now are for
family care plans.
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Mobilization/Demobilization Process

The findings suggest a need for a more organized and
efficient mobilization process to accomplish the in-processing of
large numbers of Reserve soldiers. Improvements might include:
(a) planning the call-up so that smaller numbers arrive at the
same time; (b) increasing the number and training of personnel to
handle in-processing to insure that they are knowledgeable about
the Reserves; (c) making sure in-processing personnel have good
interpersonal skills to work with the soldiers; and
(d) streamlining in-processing to complete the procedure at one
location.

Communication

Communication problems were a primary concern during ODS.
These problems included communication between the Army and the
soldier and his/her family as well as communication between the
deployed soldier and his/her family. Improving the dissemination
of information up and down the chain of command, providing some
information rather than waiting until a final decision is made,
and communicating concern in situations of stress and uncertainty
could improve morale and cohesion and reduce stress.

Leadership

Leadership is a crucial element in the effective functioning
of a military unit. The findings of this research underscore the
need for the leader's possessing both technical competence and a
strong concern for the soldier and the soldier's family.
Competent leadership is critical to the outcomes of interest
considered here (retention, morale, satisfaction, and readiness).
The Army is, of course, well aware of the need for good
leadership and expends much time, effort, and money to ensure
that it is developed and practiced. Army policies, programs, and
practices relating to leadership development and training might
be reviewed to determine whether present efforts are sufficient
or whether new initiatives are in order.

Integration of Components

The difficulties of integrating the Reserve/Guard with the
Active Component during mobilization could be lessened by
increasing the amount of contact among the various Components.
Combined training and drills may enhance leadership skills and
unit cohesion as well as provide an opportunity for the
components to gain more knowledge, respect, and trust for each
other.

Overall

Written comments showed that some Reserve soldiers concluded
that the Army did not care about them, did not follow through on
promises to maintain unit integrity, and did not believe in the
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Total Army Concept. Comments indicated that soldiers were more
positive when they were initially called up than they were at the
time of the survey.

The Army could communicate concern and respect for the
Reserve soldiers by the rapid dissemination of accurate
information through the chain of command, more efficient
processing at mobilization, better treatment of Reservists during
mobilization and deployment, and better utilization ot the
Reserves once their lives have been disrupted. Actions by the
Army which address the issues indicated by responses to the
survey items and articulated in the written comments could
contribute to raising morale, increasing retention, and improving
readiness.

With the downsizing of the military, the Reserve Component
may become even more important to the effective functioning and
readiness of the Army. Treating these soldiers as a valuable
part of the Total Arms may be vital to ensuring the success of
future mobilizations.
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APPENDIX A

LIST OF ARMY AGENCIES AND OFFICES CONTRIBUTING TO STAMP

Academy of Health Sciences

Army Career and Alumni Program (ACAP)

Center for Army Leadership

Chaplaincy Services Support Agency

Chief of Staff, Assessments & Initiatives Group (OCSA/CAIG)

Chief of the Army Reserve (OCAR)

Community and Family Services Command (CFSC)

Director of the Army National Guard (NGB)

Headquarters, U.S. Army in Europe

Incpector General

National Committee for Employer Support of the Guard and Reserve

Offices of the Assistant Secretary of the Army for Maipower and
Reserve Affairs (ASA/M&RA)

Surgeon General

U.S. Army Forces Command (FORSCOM)

U.S. Army Personnel Integration Command (USAPIC)

U.S. Army Recruiting Comme't (USAREC)

U.S. Total Army Personnel Command (PERSCOM)

Walter Reed Army Institute of Research (WRAIR)
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APPENDIX B

SURVEY FORM 1: MOBILIZED ENLISTED PERSONNEL

-ww Arpý Am~'~y LJ 4 .AýfmWWb Cinb"
S" yCAI Xff ANýC AO-91 Wn

1991 SURVEY OF
TOTAL ARMY

MILITARY PERSONNEL

FORM 1 FOR MOBILIZED
ENLISTED PERSONNEL

The Chief of Staff, Army. has directed that a study be conducted w help formlulate Army personnel policies and plaris.
The U.S. Army Research Institute is conducting this survey 'r enlisted. warrant., and commis iored soldiers under the
direction of the Office of the leputy Chief of Staff for !crsonnel.

Information collected in this survey will be used for rearch. Under no circumstances will any information about
identifiable individuals be released w anyone. Your information will be combined with the information from many
other soldiers to repon how groups of soldiers feel about their Army careers and would react to various changes in
personnel policy and regulations.

There is no risk for you in participating in this survey. Your participation is volunary and you may choose not to
answer any particular question.

This notilicainon i to infom you of who is comdcucrig tis survey and what use will be made of the infonmtion betug
collacut. in a ccace with Public Law 93.573. tht Privay Art of 1974. t"h wewacb is authorized by Acs of
Conegts which authorize nf= mW and muntenance of miliay forces a auttborizn research to mccomplhsh this
solw. Thi authonty is in 10 Unimd States Code, Sectiom 137, 503, and 2358. The use of Social Security Numburs is
authorized by Execudvt Order 9397.

THIS IS NOT A TEST, SO TAKE YOUR TIME.

SELECT ANSWERS THAT BEST FIT YOU.

UNLESS THE QUESTION SAYS TO MARK ALL THAT APPLY.
MARK ONLY ONE ANSWER FOR EACH QUESTION.

MAKE HEAVY BLACK MARKS IN THE
RESPONSE BOXES.

DO NOT MAKE ANY MARKS OUT'Is E Pghtik Wrong Maiks
OF THE RESPONSE BOXES.

IF YOU CHANGE YOUR MMN. 1E t 0O E1JI1
ERASE COMPLETELY. L

AJ" PT 5565
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ABOUT THIS QUESTIONNAIRE

WHY ME?

You have been selected at random to be pan of a group of soldiers !F-. rpn.sent all ranks in the Army.
Enough soldiers were selected so tha valid conclusions can be made about tiLe views and intended behaviors
of soldiers in the enlisted, warrant, and commissioned ranks. The survey results will riot be valid If you get
someone else to fill it OULt

Some of you have participated In other ARI research efforts. Your rspc nses are very important to us.
We need to compare your current plans with your responses to earlier surve)s.

CAN TT AFFECT ME?

You were selected to represent the views of many soldiers in similar circums ances to you - your gender, time
in service, location (CONUS, OCONUS), carer field, etc. If you don't resixind, it is not only your personal
views but also the views of other soldiers like you that will not be considend. No decisions about you alone
will be made from the survey, but survey results will influence policy change; that affect you and other
.,oldiers like you.

WHY SO MANY SURVEYS? WHY ARE THEY SO LONG?

Suiveys are a major source of feedback to leaders about policy and practices. They are particularly important
in umes of rapid change.

While we try to limit the number of questions and the number of soldiers surv yed, we need to ask enough
questions to be certain our conclusions are valid. Many items may look the same to you. We did this for two
reasons. First, we need to ask the exact same questions used in several previo is surveys in order to compare
the views of soldiers surveyed at different times in the past. Second, by comb ning several similar questions
we can get a more accurate measure than provided by just one question.

AREN'T SOME OF THE QUESTIONS VERY PERSONAL?

Yes. Although people will have different views on what is or is not personal, naost people will consider at
least some of the questions to be very personal. We ame asking these questions ;o that the AYmy can estimate
the impact on soldiers of voluntary and non-voluntary separations. Good estimaes can be made only if most
soldiers answet all these questions. However, you :an choose not to answer par icuilar items Please do not
discard the entire survey because there are sorni particular Items that you v ant to siWp.

WHY SHOULD I BOTHER? DO SURVEYS CHANGE ANYTHING?

Surveys often affect policy makers although survey respondents rarely see the din ct impact. An Army
Regulation or policy statement does not list the sources of information considered in its adoption. Policy
changes often impact the future and those affected don't remember or know about a survey completed a few
months or even years earlier. Your response counts.

U.S. ARMY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
A'nN: PERJ-RGB(STAMP)

5001 EISENHAWER AVENUE
ALEXANDIL.A, NIRGINI'A 22333.5600
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1991 SURVEY OF TOTAL ARMY MILITARY PERSONNEL

FORM 1 FOR MOBIIZE-D ENLISTED PERSONNEL
im

What is today'$ date? 3. What rac do you €cosider yournelf to be?

DAY 1 EAR (Mark only ne)-
L..L~ L-LJWhite0 _ •Black or Negro or Aficn Akmerican

1ndian (Amercan) .
MONTH 2 j 2 -akm or Aleut -

3 3 Asian or Pacific Islnder -

Mr 4 4 Otbu -
AprUl 5 5-
May 6 6 4. Art you of Spianilaispalc orilgn?

.n7 L 7 -' No
0 LI Yes, Mexican-America, Chicano
9 T Yet, Puero ILian

Yet, Cuaban

What is your Social Sectulty Number? Yes, other Spaish/l-isparc i

S. in what year were you born?

0 0 0 E!
1 , " - 1 1- _

2 2 2 0 -
3 3 3 1

4 4 4 2 MI--
5 - .- S 5 3 -
6 6 6 4 j t-- 7 . 7 •

8 • -8 8 6 i

999 _j4 -

9 ~L
1. BACKGROUND INFORMATION "

L 6. What is the ligbest level of bigh school educaUon -M
that you bave completed to date? m

1. What Is your ruk? (Mark only one) i
PVi CPL MSG Hive not ccimpluetd 12 years
PV2 SGT ISO Completed 12 years but did not get a diploma or M
PFC SSG SGM cemrficate -
SPC CSM GED (Gertdil Educatiwl Development) .ezufic4ae

,Adult Basic Eduation CGificatc
2. Are you? Somne other kind of ccrdificituon -

SMile r Fnale -bHi sciiWc! diploma -

0 U7S1 * 1101 1N Page 1 4329 Hi1t i
. U SURVEY NETWOFIRK- mum W *M
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1. What is the hilibes level of college that yo 10s. How much or the Wemeser was eopleted when 0 -

have completed to date? you were mobiized/federaliud?

SNone ] Not yet simned LP.s than 3/4

Up to 2 years of college. but no degree Less thin 1/4 Almost all
Associawcs degiree Lem than 1/2-
From 3 to4 yews of coUcgc, but noe degt
Bachelors deg"ee lob. Dil/wWI you get credit for a complete semester? -
A year or more of graduate credit, bu; no Does not apply - Wad not ye started semiester
gradume degree Don't know yet
Maw's degree No
Profesional degree (.D, DDS. or JD) Yes, but I will have to complete some assigpwmts
Docuw~ degree Yes, aedit for ompletd samster

L Other thau bJgb sbool or colege have you 18c- DidVwi you get a refund of tuition and fees? I
aneaded some other kind of school (for example U Does no( apply - I rxcivcd crtdit for the seTes
vocational. thnical. buslnes, or eeturiaal)? Does not apply - tbis school was free

No Does not apply - had not yet paid -

So•m. but no diploma or certificate awareld Don't kow yet -
Diploma or caerficate awarded No, I ll not get a refund

Yes, but only partial
9. Were you attending school when you were Yes, a full refund -

mobilized? If between semesters and you were -
r tred for the next semester, answer yes. 11. Not couatin, you or& spouse, how many people

No -Go to question I I depend oa you for over half of their support?
Yes. college or graiu ale school 0o 2 U 4 U6of mcore
Yes, some otha kind of school I 3 U -

12. W, hich of the following best descibes your work 13. How many permanent employes work for your -
situation wben you were mobilized? em.oyer? --

(Mark all that apply) Does not apply-was not employed when n~bidaed -
Working fiU-tme in a civilian job (rnot government) 1-10 permanenti employcis
Working pan.rime in a civiban job (not govaoment) U , 1-100 permanent employees -
Working full-time in a lgovanm" t civi•w job H 101-500 permanent einployees m
Working part-time in a government civiban .•b Over 500 permne,• emp c loyeesy
Working full-time for the ARNG or USAR
Self-employed fu~ll-time in own business 14. Before Deaer' Shield. how would you have m

Self-employed pan-ti-re to own bus•n•ss described your employer's personnel policies -
Had a jot, but was not a: work because of temporaLy about pacipation in Restrves/Nabonal Guard?
illnies, stike, etc. Does not apply
Unpaid worka (for example, in a family-run business) U Very supportve i
Unemployed/laid-off U Supporuve -
In school Neithea supp,-Ave nor non-supporivc -
Keeping housc/homemaker Non-supportive
Retired -- Very non-supportive

Other U Not Pur thai they had pobcics -

0 17@i4* iai m Page 2 7145 ow 0

... .... -• U SURVEY NETWORK- mi muilm m *
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15. lawas your civilian job being beld for you? 21. There are a number of steps in the mob~itizoft! 0 -h Does not apply dtamobiliuthon pracews Please indicate woere
Yes you ane in the prrcam right Dow.
No I have received my notificanon/alen
Don't know H I am iat a tobilizAdon suim

I am at a sepama locauor~uve not deployed
16. How confident aiv you that you wil have your With MY UnI

old job or abetter job within amooth of being I am atmyfnal depdIy(A lo- A
demobilied? B I have bmc notified of demob~ tima mL Does not Apply IJ am at a demobi~iz~aton station-

Not at a&l conifdait I haveretmrned tociyiaw life
Scxnewbji confident
Moderattely confident 22.Ho were you broullht on active duty issupport MA
Very codknfl i of ration Desert Shield/Storm? st
Eurcmly cortfident Myui-a ~o p81

I was callead up individu~lly 1111
17. How soon aftr you ane demobilized would you I voluntwcd

eapect your monthly income to mlatch your AN
income before mobiliaadon? 23. Were you deployed with a Reserve/Guard unit? M

SDoes not apply Yes, with my tegular tunt SA
Withlin amonth Yes, with a dillaent tunt Assigned during m~bi][Laoon
Withn2 or3 mont)L, No
Wiithin 4to 6 man Does not apply
Within 7to U months a

riNot for at least a ywa 24. Wert members or the gaining comattud preent N
at r mobizantion site? 111

It. During mobillzaton, has/idW your civilian employer: "Yes I
ark that apply) H No$1

Fully made up any difference between your Don't lmow/not wue G
civailan PAY and yawr military pay a

ElPartially made up any ditlenucc beawoen 25. Was the information you received from your a
your civilia pay and your mWLtary paly gnigcommand adequate for deployment? 411

Continued your health bentefits Very adequate AN
mdued otherbatefiu such a tsanumce Adequateh Fairly adeuate

Inadequate

M.Y U I A YE PRE C SVery inadequate
In.YO R ILIAR E PE IEN ESBdreDoes not apply. -didnt receive any informatan 41

19. Were you mobilized hrom: 26. BeoeOperation Desert Sbhmeld, had you madeL United States Army Romewe (USAR) unit personal mobllikttion arriagements for the following: AI
Army NatiattJ Guarti (ARNO) tunt 4

Individual Ready Reserve Not s
Inactive National Gur Yes No Applicable 111

20. Were you deployed to: LFml aepa l E
SSouithwest Asia Other b. Up-todattriwWEl l-

USARELJR LI lwsnotdeployed AN

CONUS c. Power of attorney El l-
0 176 Masao on Page 3 1248 am 0

'--.U USURVEY NETWORK m n
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Plese indicatu bow much you qaee or disa" with on

each of the folio W ineW U: N. .. ... ot AMW&caPCe II

S wAmu ly ea Swontly Disagree we
Strontgly Disagree Disagree II

Disagree Neither Agr•e nor Disagree

Neither AVP= nor DisV Agree
AUIC Strongly Agree

Strongly Agree -
My military paomn l reword waecave bea RO

My pasatal mobilization arangemua for... ava•able whn meded:
workd very well. r 55. Whan acivated
29. Powa of attomey 56. At mobiznaon naton
30. UW -dle will 5..Afta being deployed
31. Family care pian " 8. At demobiion saton

59. AW mum to civilian ltie
The Army gaveats liven me enough ,, O
infolrmao•i to make decon about my My milhtay medical and denial records

ptrsol• life: were/have been available when needed GI
32. At alen I60. Before acdvadon FTTTT1
33. Whe actvated 61. When activated EJ
34. At mobilizatioi susiai[n 62. At mobdsaai on wim

35. Afte being deployed 63. Afta being deployed I I t
36. At demobaiia•ion sao 64. At demobizAtion station

37. Ahlammmet civW&nlife 65. A.t, t r•nto civlianlife W

Bavngii servica were/have bean adequae: If you have been deactivated, please answea the M
38. At mobilization utation following for when you were deployed: . -
39. Afte being deployed L
40. At demobdiaon sutaton 66. a •was tsied with the mai dcvoy -

aw active duty. IT =-
My ntnly pay wa103 been acurane: 67. Medical and dntal servies aret/we easily P
41. Before activauti n avaiable iw me during deploymntLI

42. When activated 68. have been nuec. u in equil by actve AND
43. At mobilization snion duty soldiers. -

44. Afta being deployed 69. am/was vey worrie abou my family -

45. At de'nobilizaion mauw "1 during my deployment. [LJITT7JTJ-
46. After ren to civiian bfeI 70. My monke was igh during deployment. LIJJJJ

71. 1 havebad enough time to do my E

My aioateni were handled the way I waned military job right. FT hE ]
47. At mobilization sunion 72. 1 havehad enough equipmene /supplies ,

48. Afera being deployed 7 to do my militry job rigt.-
49. At demobiizadon stuain 73. Tramnaboro is/was adequate to do M
50. After rew,• to civilian life my military job right. [I ]] -

74. I awas well prepared to perform -

My orders were avilable when needed: m. duty a.SignM t•."
51. When actvated 75. The militay job I am/wa doingon m
52. At moblizatuion staioL J a Lc v mportdttI. l] ] --
53. Afer bing dep!oyed 76.I feel my work is/wu appreciated "
54. At demobiliztion station -during deploYmML 7 7E l] --

0 1?64 Mumma so Page 4 13017 Wens •
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Not Appica•be What level of conafia/wes.. -0
Strougly Disagree E Emmy Hb -

bDiwae Very Hilh
Neither Agee nor Disagre eIgh "

Apte Modcrau -

Strongly AVp , 1 ShlU
None -

77. My comanadwas &jy topuzt me
to work when I arrivedF.f 92 ..4ar you erprmcing now in your i

78. 1 hsvejbdthetehnical sw I miULuwY ob?-
need to do my m•litury o well. IIII I 3, v. .youepe cing now in your -

family and perional life? F7
f 1 94. ..wee you epaiencing a y" ago in i

If you workiworked with 706 yow ou r liy, job?
14a d company or other ; 9. ...wer you expaiencing a year ago in o

Amlar aut, anvwr quetios about your family aid pernal life? L E IFI -
units for your assigned unit.

%. . Which of the following bet desribe/s

If you wOrk/workd someplace daslrbed your duty positio?
else, arswer these questons for the j]Squad mcmber Fu'st sugent-
place where you wat•worked: Squad/secton leader CSM -

PLa•cMs tim rgeant Other -

79. There arrwen people in my trait I f

could count on for help. EHow adequate was the trai•nag you recived to -
80. 1 hbveA• someone in my unit who mcompt.M the tasks in your duty assigpmet? -

would Lta nd und&W stand my concerns ,ot ApplIKW--.dh'It =kft MingW-

abou my militaryjob/cru . L I Very Inadequate -
81. Ihave/had people in my unitttl that I_

couldhive fun and relax with. E U ]Adequate-
82. My unit workWworked well with the - Very Adoqut -

active camp~mal.
83. My unit woreksworked well together 97. Befort being activated

AS A te.Am 98. At the m~bilizAtaio site F}jjI u
84. My unit ist/was well prepared to perform J99. Aft being deployedF

iut ligned Mission. "
85. The monle my unitis/wasgh. .100 How much more tral• o d you ned
86. My Tmaiout smpervisor isUau a good todo Ioour wartdme job well? i

eader. - None. Ido my job well
87. The leaders in my unit work/worked well H A iue mat

together ass lArn~. L l]A lot more-
88. During deployment, my family w:s well ,

tuke care of. 7 101. How simar are the tasks you do/did in your Operation "
Desert Sbield'Storm duty asigument, ommpared to -

In the event of combat, those ou had trained for prior to activation? -
89. 1,ws conde , that could perform well. F:" D ] Very sim-lar .
90. 1 was confident that memnber of my •t Similr

could perform well. LiIE III] Not loo similar
91. 1 wu confidentthat my leaders could ' J Different -

Perform weU. [II- I -u y rdiffcret -

0 "l U .rai mn Page 5 9170 m , -
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0-
IV YO RA MoCR E t AppticableStrongly Disagree

102. Which of the following bes describes; YOr Neither Agree nor Diuagft
current caer intenons with the Army S-.y Agree "

Reserve/Guard? St0gly Agr--

I•J plan l0 IAve upon cOIIIIIziai of this K
nlim t/oboUgaton 107. My parents ae veay supportive of -

SI plan to say beyond this oblipion, but not my being in the Resa'vecnwd I
nfeeafy until ntwrumt 108. OvrcaU, I a very sadws h my w -my
I plani to stay unil receive my reemiel ktie Amy experience -
I plan to stay after I rtecive my rdmfL ltter 109. My R• vc/Gurd leaden ate .

techrucally campetw f lf ]
103. How ha syour participation In Operation 110. My Rcscvec3uard leadena --

Desert Shield/Storm affecd your plans to cocrned about my welfare

sua in the Reserve/Guard? 111. The Rcsavc/tGuad is concerned
I Plan to stay longer about my family IE I1 -
I plan to leave sooner 112, 1 never thought the Army wouild -
k has not changed my plahs sen toops into combat wue I was -

Not sure in the Army
113. I never xpected to be c.al fofr

104. Us good friend asked your advi, e bout active dut y
joining tbe ReservelGusd, would you 114. Te Army's imposiion of stop"|rs m
r,,o-mind they enlist, was fair]W ] I -
• Defuutely 115. I would be fair to give pronoon -

Probably advantages to those deployed in -
Probabiy not Southwest AsiA -
Defrutely not 116. L would be fAir to protect frum
Not sure rductions-in-force (RI) those -

deployed zn Southwest Asia I -

105. Wbat i your marial status? 117. Other operaios lke Desent Shieldl .

Single, never maried Storm tne very likely in the next 10 -Marned, far the rim tim yews.

Re•arried was divorced or widowed 118. If I stayed in the Army i retiremet , I-
Legally separated or ng for divorce wouid most likely at some point be i a
Widowed combat zone 111 1]
Divorced 119. Deployment of the trops for Operaion

Desert Shicld/Siorm went wellI1 iO
106. How supportive I your spouseglfrien n

boyfriend of your being in the Army I blicvc it was fghi tha ... -

Reserve/Guard? 120. 1 was Wcald up for Operation Desert
Does not apply Sield/Storm (ODS)S)
Very supportive 121. The USAR was called up for ODS•S
Fairly supportive 122. The ARNG was called up for ,

Mia of neuta ODS/S W -
Fairly unsupportive 123. The Individual Ready Reserves were
Very ursupporuve called up for ODS/S [J ] -
Don't know 124. Retirees were called up for ODS/S L -

0 Sous m ME PFge 6 4986 mm -

. SURVEY NETWORK" mm ===111 -a
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COMMENTS

Thank you very much for your cooperation with this importamt resarch.

We have attempted to be thorough in examining issues of the mobilization. If you have comments that may
help us to better understand sold!'rs" experiences in the mobilization and how they affect career decisions,
please write them in the space below and return this sheet with your survey.

If your comment is about a particular question. be sure to write the question number before your comment.

PLEASE RETURN YOUR COMPLETED SURVEY IN THE
BUSINESS REPLY ENVELOPE.

IF YOU ARE RETURNING THE SURVEY FROM ANOTHER

COLrNTRY, BE SURE TO RETURN THE BUSINESS REPLY
ENVELOPE ONLY THROUGH THE U.S. ARMY MAIL ROOM OR
POST OFFICE ON POST. FOREIGN POSTAL SYSTEMS WELL
NOT DELIVER BUSINESS REPLY MAIL.

FORM I
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APPENDIX C

CHARTS FOR LEADERSHIP/CLIMATE, TRAINING,

FKMILY/STRESS, AND OUTCOME MEASURES
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